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The principal result of this paper is a characterisation of those commutative
semigroups S which have the property that each character of each subsemigroup
of S can be extended to a character of S. This work was partially inspired by
the discovery that Theorem 5.65 of (1) is incorrect; it is related to that of Hill,
who has obtained a different solution of the problem (2). Warne and Williams
proved in (4) that any bounded character defined on an inverse subsemigroup
of an inverse semigroup can be extended to the semigroup.

First we prove some preparatory lemmas which give conditions under
which a character of a subsemigroup 5 of a commutative semigroup T can be
extended beyond S. Note that in considering such a problem there is no loss
of generality in assuming that T contains an identity which is contained in S
(see, for example, (1)). Wherever appropriate such assumption will be made
without specific mention.

Let T denote a commutative semigroup. Suppose that S is a subsemigroup
of T and that x is a character defined on S. Assume that x is an element of T
and that x is not in S. For any such x, {S, x} will denote the subsemigroup of
T consisting of all elements of T of the form sx" where s e S and n is a non-
negative integer. The next two lemmas give sufficient conditions in order that
X have an extension to the subsemigroup {S, xm} for some positive integer m
such that xm <£ S.

Lemma 1. If there exists soe S such that sox e S and x(s0) # 0, then %
can be extended to {S, x}.

Proof. Let x+ denote the function defined on {S, x) by

for s e S and n a non-negative integer. That x+ is well-defined follows from
the fact that if st and s2 are in S and n and m are non-negative integers such
that stx" = s2x

m, then s,(xso)
nSo = s2(xs0)

ms5 and

The function x+ is a character of {S, x} which extends x-

Lemma 2. If there exists a positive integer n such that xf e S, then x can
be extended to {S, xm) for some m such that xm $ S.
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Proof. Suppose there is a character % of S which cannot be extended to
{S, Z1} for any m such that xm $ S. Let p denote the least positive integer such
that xp e S. Then for each y in {S, x} there exist s e S and a non-negative
integer n less than p such that y = sx".

Case 1. Suppose that x(xp) ^ 0. Let c denote a pth root of %{xp). Let x+

denote the function with domain {5, x) defined by sx"->x(s)cn for s e S and n
an integer such that 0 ^ n<p. We show that x+ is well-defined. Suppose
s^x" = J2x

m for 5X and s2 in 5 and for integers n and w such that 0 ^ n<p
and 0 ^ m<p. For definiteness, assume m g. n. Now suppose WJ<H. Since
X cannot be extended to {S, xm+p~"}, Lemma 1 and the equation s^1" = s2x

m+p~"
imply that #($2) = 0. Similarly, the equation (j1jc

p)x"~m = s2x
p implies that

XiSiX") = 0 and that x(si) = °- I* follows that x(Si)c" = 0 = x(s2)c
m. If

n = m, then s^" = •s2*
p a nd x(si) = x(s2)- Thus x(^i)c" = z(J2)c

m. We have
shown that %+ is well-defined. But ^+ is a homomorphism; hence x+ 1S a

character of {5, X} which extends #.

Case 2. Suppose that x(xp) = 0. Let x+ denote the function with domain
{S, x} defined by s->x(s) if se S and by sx"-+0 if se Sand n is an integer such
that 0<n<p. That ^+ is well-defined can be shown by techniques similar to
those used in case 1. / + is a character of {S, x} and is an extension of x-

Lemma 3. Let T be a commutative semigroup. Assume that each character
X of each subsemigroup S of T has the property that x(xs) = 0 whenever x e T/S,
s e S, xse S, and x(s) = 0. Then each character of each subsemigroup of T
can be extended to a character of T.

Proof. Suppose x is a character of some subsemigroup S of T. We show
that x can be extended to T. By Zorn's lemma there is a subsemigroup 5" of
T which contains 5 and which has the property that x c a n De extended to 5"
but not beyond S'. Assume that x is defined on S'. We show that 5" = T.
Suppose that x is a member of T which is not in S'. Define a function x+ on
{5', x) by s->x(s) if ^ e 5" and by sx"->0 if s e S' and n is a positive integer.
To show that x+ is well-defined it suffices to show that if sx" = s' for s, s' e S'
and n a positive integer, then x(/) = 0. Let s, s' e 5" such that sx" = s' for
some n. Since x cannot be extended beyond 5", Lemma 2 implies that x" $ 5".
By Lemma 1, it follows that x(s) = 0. Thus x(s) — 0 by hypothesis and x+

is well-defined. It is easy to verify that x+ is a character which extends x-
Thus the lemma follows.

Theorem 1. If T is a commutative semigroup, then each character of each
subsemigroup of T can be extended to a character of T if and only if each sub-
semigroup of each Archimedean component of T is Archimedean.

Proof. Suppose first that each subsemigroup of each Archimedean com-
ponent of Tis Archimedean and that there is a character of some subsemigroup
of T which cannot be extended to T. By Lemma 3 there exist a subsemigroup
5 of T and a character x of S with the property that there exist x e T/S and
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soe S such that xs0 e S, %(s0) = 0, and x(xs0) ¥= 0. By Zorn's Lemma it is no
loss of generality to assume that % cannot be extended beyond S. Since xs0

and x2s0 lie in the same Archimedean component A of T, there exists t e A
such that x2s0t = (xso)

n for some positive integer n. That xt e S follows
from Lemma 1 and the equation (xyoX*0 = (xso)

n. Similarly, the equation
(xso)t = so(xt) implies that t e S. The semigroup ,4 n S is Archimedean, and
both xs0 and f belong to A n S1. Since xC^o) ^ 0» it follows that x(0 # 0.
Lemma 1 now implies that x can be extended to {5, x) contrary to the choice
ofS.

Conversely, suppose that each character of each subsemigroup of T can be
extended to T and that there exists an Archimedean component A of T and a
subsemigroup S of A which is not Archimedean. It follows that there exist
s, s' e S such that sS n {s'} is void. Define a function x from sS u {s'} into the
multiplicative semigroup of complex numbers by y-*0 if y e sS and by y-*l if
y e {/}. Then z is a character of sS u {s'} and so has an extension x+ defined
on T. Since ,4 is Archimedean, either x+ \ A is identically zero or x+(4) does
not contain zero. The latter statement contradicts the way % is defined on
sS u {/}. The theorem follows.

Corollary 1. If T is a commutative torsion semigroup, then each character
of each subsemigroup of T can be extended to a character of T.

Proof. Suppose T is a torsion semigroup and that S is a subsemigroup of
some Archimedean component A of T. If x and y are in S, then there exist
positive integers m and n such that xm and y" are idempotent. Since x" and ym

are in the same Archimedean component, x" = ym (see (1), p. 135). It follows
that each of x and y divides a power of the other in S. Thus S is Archimedean
and the corollary follows.

Note that if x generates a free Abelian group, then the subsemigroup
{x' | i ^ 0} is not Archimedean. This remark along with the previous corollary
yields:

Corollary 2. If T is a commutative inverse semigroup, then each character of
each subsemigroup of T can be extended to a character of T if and only if T is
torsion.

Note that a character x of a commutative semigroup S is a unit in the semi-
group of all characters of S if and only if x vanishes at no point of S. Such
characters will henceforth be called unit-characters. Ross has proved in (3)
that a unit-character x of a subsemigroup 5 of a commutative semigroup T can
be extended to a unit-character of T if and only if the equation ax = ay implies
that x(x) = x(y) f°r (a> x> y)eTxSxS. From this result, we obtain in the
corollary to Theorem 2 a characterisation of those commutative inverse semi-
groups T such that each unit-character of each subsemigroup of T can be
extended to a unit-character of T.

Theorem 2. If T is a commutative, separative semigroup, then each unit-
character of each subsemigroup of T can be extended to a unit-character of T if
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and only if ax = ay implies x = y for a e T and x andy in the same Archimedean
component of T.

Proof. Assume ax = ay implies x = y for aeTand x and y in the same
Archimedean component of T. Suppose there is a unit-character x of some
subsemigroup S of T such that / cannot be extended to T. By Ross' theorem
there exists (a, z, w)eTxSxS such that az = aw and %(z) # xW)- Then
az2w = aw2z and since z2w and w2z are in the same Archimedean component
of T, it follows that z2w = w2z. Thus #(z2w) = ^(H^Z) and x(z) = x(w),
which is a contradiction.

Conversely, suppose that each unit-character of each subsemigroup of T
can be extended to Tbut that there exist distinct x and y in the same Archimedean
component of Tsuch that ax = ay for some aeT. Since Tis separative, the
Archimedean component of T which contains x and y is cancellative (see (1),
p. 133). Each commutative cancellative semigroup is a subsemigroup of some
group. Moreover, the set of all group-characters of a group separate points of
the group. (See (1), pp. 135 and 197.) Since each group-character of a group
is a unit-character of the group, it follows that there is a unit-character x of
{x, y} such that x(x) ^ xOO- Since x may be extended to T, we may assume that
X is defined on all of T. Since x(ax) = x(.°y)> w e have that x(x) = x(y\ and
the theorem follows.

A subsemigroup S of a commutative semigroup T is said to be unitary in T
if the product xs is in 5" for xsT and s e S only if x is also in S. If T is a
commutative inverse semigroup, then the subsemigroup of idempotents of T
is unitary in T if and only if ax = ay implies x = y, whenever aeT and x and y
are in the same Archimedean component of T. Thus we have the following
corollary of Theorem 2.

Corollary. If T is a commutative inverse semigroup, then each unit-character
of each subsemigroup of T can be extended to a unit-character of T, if and only
if the subsemigroup ET of idempotents of T is unitary in T.
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